Towards optimal sample-efficient model evaluation

Abstract. A common challenge for validating a risk prediction model using electronic health record (EHR) data is that labels for the predicted outcome are not directly available. Towards efficient and unbiased model validation, we study optimal sampling designs for efficiently labeling an informative subset of patients in an EHR cohort. Given a pre-specified number of outcome labels, our design aims to minimize the asymptotic variance of an improved inverse probability weighted estimator for predictive accuracy metrics. Implementation of the optimal sampling requires accurate risk estimates and the predictive accuracy metric of interest. We therefore propose to implement sampling in two steps. First a portion of the target number of labels is acquired by applying entropy sampling to a random subset of the cohort. These initial labels are then used to calibrate risk estimates and obtain an initial estimate of the predictive accuracy metric, which are then used to inform optimal sampling of the remaining target number of labels. The final estimate of the predictive accuracy metrics is obtained by applying the proposed estimator to the full cohort and all acquired labels pooled together. Furthermore, we address this issue by extending existing work on “Active Testing” (AT) methods which are designed to sequentially sample and label data for the evaluation pre-trained models. Application to a real EHR dataset indicate superior efficiency of the proposed sampling design and the proposed estimator.
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